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SOME FAMOUS HOSPITALS Influence of

Florence Nightingale

The 122nd anniversary of the birth, on May 12, of "the patron saint o,f

- - nurses"— Florence Nightingale
— is being celebrated in several countries.

Memorials to her are legion and the influence of her work and sacrifice

is still apparent in countless hospitals.

By Sister D. E. BURCHILL, formerly 2nd A.I.F.

VISITING

WORLD-FAMOUS
hospitals Is a memorable

experience. St. Thomas's

Hospital, London, comprises
even separate buildings overlook

ing the Thames. The first train

ing school for nurses was estab

lished by Miss Nightingale in 1860,

at St.. Thomas's, and was run on

lines laid down by her.

In those days there
'

were two

divisions of Nightingale nurses. One

class, destined to become St. Thomas's

sisters, were "paying" probationers.

They were usually recruited from

well-to-do families, and not only re

ceived no salary, but had to pay £30

premium for their first year's train

ing. They . qualified after three

years.-'

An Alternative
For the less wealthy there was ,a

four-years' course with a paid salary
of £8 for the first year, which in

creased in the following years, but

never 'totalled more than £20 a

year.'- Though they could, and did,

become Sisters' in- other hospitals; they

were'Jrieliglble' fbr 1 that-'-pbst at St.

Thofl/9?s - itielf;
" sr.i-.oci

W Nfhtlfffe?9wW,,carixi6iis'
to

recr?flS
J1

"gentlewomen," not from

motives of snobbery;-- 'buto-bebftUsb it

seem'eel J'o Wb,f!m6rel!a'!'girl

gave, up in the way of a comfortable

home0dnS'AR,ffianclal background the

more iiSely' would she be inspired by

a sense'" of vocation.' Even the paid

probationers were not likely to take,

up the profession because they ,hopec\-

for easy 'money!' . ,,/, </>:;/ /!,,!/,
In those days.: the

.ueighbpm90d2q
St. Thomb 'tojWolnt
of danger, ule

forpade thq.jpjjrT.golng'
out in the

evenings if tjiey. were off duty. Their

working day was of nine and a half

hours. One free day a month was

really- the only possible chance most

of these
girls, who came from shel

tered' Victorian homes, had of con-

tact with their relatives and friends.

Much of the . instruction and lectures

came in the so-called "off-duty" time

(two hours) daily.
Many Australian nurses have seen

the four-wheeled carriage used by

Florence Nightingale In the Crimean

War; it stood In an alcove on the

ground floor of St. Thomas's. This

historical relic was destroyed when

the hospital was blitzed during the

Battle for Britain.

Australian Link
It Is Interesting to recall a link

between Miss
. Nightingale and Aus

tralia. When the Sydney Hospital

was opened Sir Henry Parfces wrote

to her asking if she could send out

a lady superintendent to introduce

(and supervise) her own system of

nursing there. The reply can
' be

seen today in the Sydney Hospital.

Nursing's greatest heroine recalled

Australia's generosity to her

"Crimean Fund," and stated , she

would be happy, to send the first lady

superintendent jfor the new Sydney
Hospital.

A famous midwifery' centre is the

Rotundtf-HoepltaKitf-Dublln, Ireland.

An extremely low 'mortality rate and

specialised "Rotunda methods"

brought it to the forefront. Girls

wishing to undertake the training

here signed on from school and paid

£50 premium for the twelve months'

course.

Our glassed-in, hyglenlcally con

trolled hospital nurseries contrast

strangely with a sight I saw at the

Rotunda it. 1937. In a large ward,

babies were suspended in cots at the

foot of their mothers' beds. When

baby cried mother gently rocked the

cradle with her foot.

Cosmopolitan
The American hospital In Paris Is

perhaps the most cosmopolitan hos

pital in the world. Many nationali

ties are represented on the large, nurs

ing staff.
. During, the war when the

Nazis marched into France, an Aus

tralian nurse, with others on the

staff, was interned. . She eventually

managed to escape. After niany

hardships she found her way to Eng

land, there to await transport to Aus

tralia.

Commanding' a magnificent view

over the city of Jerusalem in Palestine

is" the fine Jewish hospital— the Ha---

dassah Hospital. Situated on the

Mount of Olives it is built and

equipped on American lines. The

architectural achievement, spacious

wards, wide corridors, unique pannel-
ling and stained glassed windows re

veal the tenacity and enterprise of

the long-suffering race of Jews. The

banquet hall has long, massive tables

and chairs with mirror-like- surface.

This is the room of r:reJoIcing. .When

a baby boy is born to Jewish parents
in the.Hadassah Hospital, relatives

and friends celebrate there.

The Hadassah Hospital is claimed

to be the only hospital in the world

where the nurses receive in. clinics

their lectures and instructions wholly

in the Hebrew language.
Australian soldiers will recall the

fine stone Italian monastery in Naza
reth taken over by the British autho

rities for use as a hospital during the

war. A member of the staff of Queen
Alexandria's Nursing Service attached

to this hospital . was Miss Hughes, a

niece of our. Inimitable former Prime

Minister, Mr. W. M. Hughes. .

Newfoundland
The realisation of Sir Wilfred

Grenfell's greatest dream for the

fisher-folk of the far north was the
establishment of the three-storied

concrete hospital on the shores of St;

Anthony, Newfoundland.

British and American doctors and

nurses sign on there for two years.

Specialists travel at their own ex-

pense and give voluntary service dur

ing the summer months at this mis

sion hospital. Sufferers from malig
nant troubles cover long distances to

go there. It is the only hospital in

-Newfoundland where radium treat-:

ment is- obtainable.

Outstanding among hospitals of

other lands is the Presbyterian Hos

pital In New York City. Occupying
a large area on Fifth-avenue, this

great series of buildings is a land

mark in a great city. On the huge
entrance gates is a sign— "For the

Poor of New York, Irrespective of

Color, Race, or Creed." A hostess is

employed full time to guide' visitors

over the many departments of heal

ing, learning and research.

A magnificent -hotel with restaur

ant provides accommodation for re

latives and friends of patients. The

chaplains', department Issues an

attractive printed weekly pamphlet of
cheer -and goodwill to every patient.

In our own hospitals here, and In
other lands, one finds the same self-

sacrificing spirit of service to a com

mon ideal— the succor and healing of
the sick and maimed in mind and

body.

The spirit of Florence Nightingale,
and her sense of dedication to a way

i of life which inspired her, is still

the guiding light, the highest Ideal
of womanhood to thousands of nurses

serving today throughout this land—
and beyond.
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Presbyterian hospital, medical centre, New York.

St. Thomas' Hospital, London, adjacent to Westminister Bridge.

The DAYS AFTER the LAST RESTORATION OF
POMPEII

On the morning of August 24, 79 A.D., the cities of Pompeii and Hercu-

laneum dozed under a brilliant sky. But the earth tremors of recent
weeks had left behind strained nerves. Even the retired businessmen and.

. their wealthy guests from Rome, sipping wine in the luxurious seclusion

of white-walled- villas, felt something ominous in the air.: By ROBIN BOYD

MMHI! BIRDS WERE

I strangely quiet, cattle in the

W.1-, stalls strained at their

chains, dogs barked without

apparent reason.

/Suddenly, with a terrible clap of
+Knnr?ov rrronn clnnPc nt VpRllvlllR

to.- the. north split open. Fire broke

from the mountain's heart. Smoke

rose to the sky and, amid deafening

rbars, a tearing rain of stone and

ash' blotted out the sun.

.';ln the raging, total darkness which

followed, master and slave, woman and

child, suffered the same spreamlng
terror as the chained animals. Roofs

collapsed on those who delayed to

snatch up valuables.

"/Sulphur fumes suffocated those who

sought shelter in cellars. Sticky ash

burnt most who sought escape in the

streets. Slaves who grasped a

moment's freedom to loot their mas

ters' homes died with hands clutch-

Injg gold.

In the temples, the theatres, the

gladiators' cells, moments of panic, of

desperate flight, of heroism, were

ended in death.

. Three days later the sun .came out.

Herculaneum had disappeared beneath
k 45-foot deep layer of mud, harden

ing to stone. Pompeii showed only

where the tallest buildings broke

through a 20-foot defep layer of ash.

Survivors

Cautiously, survivors began to re

turn.- Some houses were located by
digging. But walls would collapse and

bury salvage parties. After the most

accessible -places had been stripped
of any valuables, the search was

gradually abandoned.
'

Then weeds began to grow rank

over the towns. In time the new

earth; of ashes was cultivated.

Vines, grew around the few pillars
which poked through the surface from

the buried towns. Then the pillars

grew over the ash, new villages arose:

The: two towns- passed into oblivion.

Within a -few centuries they had ; dis

appeared completely from the memory
of mankind.

This story, told with graphic and

thorough detail, forms the first halt

of "The Destruction and Resurrection

of Pompeii and Herculanenm," by.
Egon Caesar Conte.Corti; translated

from the German by K. and R. Gregor

Smith. .It is an exciting and terrible

chapter of . history,' but the' second,

quieter half of -the story is no -less

absorbing. ,

Accidental Find

One day in -1710 a peasant was dig

ging a spring for his house .water. He

hit upon' some, fragments; of ., costly

marble - and alabaster, thought , little

of the ...matter; but '- sold them to a

stone merchant. Soon they turned up

on the site where Prince d'Elboeuf. a

wealthy Austrian bachelor, was build

ing an elegant house.

D'Elboeuf noticed these pieces going

Into a mosaic,- realised ;they . had come

from some ancient building,: traced

the peasant and .bought his land. He

drove -a -well beside, the spring and

sent out: subterranean channels, from

the bottom. After -a few days his

workers struck a. vault with statues

arid; pillars of multicolored, trans

parent; alabaster.

StiU' no, one realised that a whole

city lay somewhere there in the earth

Scholars .whom the Prince consulted

believed he. had discovered a part of

an isolated temple. Then Vesuvius

threatened the land again, and lor a

few.
-,

-

more
-

years the excavations

ceased. ,

. The. real discoveries came in 1738.

Working from . d'Elboeuf's well, the

Marchese Don Marcello Venuti, art

caretaker at- Naples, discovered much
greater statues, a long staircase and

an inscription which showed that

d'Elboeuf; by mere chance, had hit

upon the front of the; . stage, of a

theatre': /'"'
Thus Herculaneum, .'under. 60 feet of

now 'solid stone, was discovered; before

Pompeii; under a comparative skin of
ash. But in 1748 an experimental

shaft sunk- over the site of the.second

city struck, by chance again; the towD

centre.

Within a fortnight walls, frescoes,

helmets, coins and the first of . the

dead were discovered. Curiosity and

greed for the treasures drove on the

diggers with a complete lack .of

method.

In 1750 $ome scientific. organisation

and. mapping of the excavations .'were

iptrodii'ced.. by Karl/Weber, a'..$wiss'

'architect. /Now the wonderfully rich,

store of treasures began to be un

covered—a perfect gallery . of art,

bronze statues, villas complete with
their utensils, and decorations pre
served in mud for nearly 1700- years.
And then a library of carbonised

papyrus rolls— the books of Roman
times— which later were painstakingly
unrolled and translated:

'

Tn 171R Ihft' nntn! nm i « « <|«
« suou -waoaiu&UC UJ. Uld"-

coveries counted 738 frescoes, 350 sta
tues, 1674 smaller objects. From them
all a detailed picture of the robust
old civilisation could be dealt up.

The excavations have continued
with intermittent successes and under

varying- political pressures and en

thusiasms. To stimulate royal interest
in 1808 the: excavators staged the "dis
coveries" of suitably prepared trea
sures before the byes of the Queen!

Improved Methods
Methods

.

were greatly improved
early this century. Finally, Profes
sor Maiuri developed the procedure
used today. Each part of a damaged
building is restored in the. place it
once stood (with the questionable use
of reinforced concrete where re

quired), and is furnished with a few
household .objects to give the illusion
of still beirig lived in.

Today's tourist, his imagination
hustled by the jabbering guide, can

gain a fairly vivid impression of life

in the ancient cities.

The author, an historian and not
an archaeologist, writes as an en

thralled layman who ; has : discovered
the facts rather than as a specialist
trying to interest laymen.

In the concluding chapters the pre
sent day reader may find with .sur
prise some fulsome praise of Musso
lini's Government and its record ol

"raising the standard- of. health— its

zealous care of social progress" arid
so on. The explanation is that the
book was first published in Germany
during

'

the war.

Mussolini's Government will also
master the remaining problems of re

surrection "in. a handsome way," the
author prophesied' inaccurately.

View of pillared court of a house in Pompeii.

The EN€LISH SHORT STORY Contemporary
Trends

'<

, Vyriterso%J|.aIent
and enterprise had begun to realise by -the end of last

century "that the short tale presented problems of story-tellirig and com

position that were quite, different from, and often more difficult and more

satisfying than, those of the full-length novel. - By 6.B.A.

AS
A RESULT THE SHORT

story grew out of Itself into

a distinct literary form. It

became respected and was

no. longer a medium of escapism

land relaxation such as it had been

regarded until then.

Until the first world war
;lt

was

used largely as a means of experiment.

By the 20's it was established and by
the, second world war was already an

independent and individual art form

In its own right.

"But it would not be right to assume

that it is only within the last 20

years that the short story has been

accepted as a legitimate medium of

literary expression. For It has, since

the days of Edgar Allan Poe, drawn

around Itself a tradition which, like

Its cousin the novel, its sponsors are

continually trying to develop.

Two Schools
In this development we find two

distinct schools of treatment, the story

with popular appeal and that with

literary Intent. A short story, we

are told, Is a separate entity with a

beginning, an end and a middle, yet

Chekhov said that the first two

should always be cut out and usually

the middle as well.

Again, with regard to plots, there

Is a divergence of opinion. H. E.

Bates, one of our leading short story

writers today, says, "I have never

from the first had the slightest, in

terest in plots," but to O. Henry plots

were . almost everything. It Is for the

author himself to determine which

school he will follow or, as is becom

ing more evident today, whether

he will seek to express himself along

his -own Individualistic path.

There Is, therefore, some difficulty

In attempting to summarise the de

velopment of the short story in the

postwar years. Writers who today

are.- Immature may well develop into

unorthodox, yet satisfactory, story

tellers.

In the past year there have been

various collections from acknowledged
authors: "Clocks Without Hands,"
from Gerald Kersh, who has not lived

up to his early promise; "Boy With

.a Trumpet," by Rhys Davies; "The

Year of the Short Corn," by Fred

Urquhart, and one or two others. But

all have been along stereotyped lines

and devoid of Imaginative Interest

Some, even by leading writers such

as Theodora Benson In "The Man

From the Tunnel," "have1 been unfor

tunate failures.

What exceptions there have been

have been largely noticeable in- the

long short-story, an interesting, if not

entirely successful, experiment: coming
from Bates in "Dear Life," and the

more acceptable first publication ol

Chapman Mortimer, "A Stranger on

the Stairs," a severely concentrated

and disciplined work of unusually

powerful psychological suspense.
Other writers who established their

names as short story writers, such as

William Sansom and Sid Chaplin, who

gave up the mines for a literary

career, have concerned themselves

mostly with the longer form. This

applies, too, to Bates but fortunately
another volume of his tales, "Uncle

Julian," Is due to' appear shortly and

should reach Australia" within the

next month or two.

Important
Undoubtedly the -.most Important

volume of tales to appear, during the

period since the end of the war Is

A. E. Coppard's "The Dark - Eyed
Lady,"- published in 1947.

Coppard remains the great master
of the English short story and it was

good to. find .: that . Messrs. Jonathan

Cape saw' fit a few months- ago to re

publish one of his best-known

volumes, "The Black Dog."
Coppard has found the greater part

of his material among the gipsies, and
if his work has been accused of
"sameness" it is because his subjects
have fascinated him and not because
he is incapable of interpreting charac
ters from other social planes. There

is nothing to prove that Coppard
could not be more versatile If he

chose. On the contrary, "fhe Dark-

Eyed Lady" proves the reverse. Cop
pard Is a teller of fanciful tales shot'
with an unusual lyricism. His inspira
tion is the gipsy tale and to his

sketches of country life and character

he has brought a bizarre note, which
has been said to be reminiscent of the

17th century poets Donne and Her

bert. Yet, probably there is more real

prose-poetry in the work of Bates.

Bates began as a novelist and has,

unfortunately for his art, continued to
write novels— that the two seldom mix

is proof, of the dissimilarity in treat

ment and 'construction. In his earlier

stories there was a decorative lush-

ness, but with maturity his work be

came firmer and the variety of rural

characters which he portrays are

drawn with robustness and precision.
As a landscape artist Bates is un

equalled. a quality which was also

evident in his Burmese novels, and

his' appreciation of mtu-al beauty is

always subtly related to the moods ol

his characters. But he is essentially a

short-story writer, and his tales, per
fect in their SDhere, will be read long

after his novels are dead.

David Garnett, whojse classic, "Lady

Into Fox," stirred the literary world

in the mid-twenties, retains his per
sistent silence, and there has been

little outside the periodicals from H.

A. Manhood. The same applies to

Elizabeth Bowen.

Of those who are trying to cut their

own path Ray Bradbury deserves

mention. In most of Bradbury's

stories the author has set his tale in

a Wellsian world of the 21st century

and usually in other planets. The re

sult is not always satisfying. Indeed,
it is rarely so, but he does deserve
credit for having attempted an indi
vidual approach even if the' result is
too often far-fetched and lacking in
that sincerity which is necessary to
convince.

Other writers of the younger school

appear to be waiting, for a lead, yet
are not prepared; to take that which

Coppard and Bates have already
clearly given. The result is that, "or
dinariness" has

'

become more: than

normally apparent in the literary
magazines. This may be a logical

consequence of the war, and can fairly
be expected to right .itself in due
course when there is a more vital
stream from the established writers.:

Uncontaminated
In the meantime what is being

written is peculiarly English, and for

tunately, has not been contaminated

by the tough sentimentality and stac
cato mannerism- of the American
school. On the other hand, the Ame
ricans are now more

vital, more pro--
llfic than the English, and If no sup
port Is shortly coming from the estab
lished authors, they may find it, diffi

cult to withstand, trans-Atlantic In

fluence.

Charles Jackson has already made
himself fejt In England. It would be
unfortunate If, through lack of quality
In our. own, English readers found
themselves acknowledging a preference
for the hard-drinking and promis
cuous . work of Hemingway and his

disciples.

Fortunately, the contingency is not

likely to arise, for although there is

a strong invasion of Britain by the

Americans, there is evidence that the

Americans themselves, undecided as

to their own development, are looking

towards England for their lead, at any

rate as far as the novel is concerned.

It may extend to the short story.
In the meantime, a new lead is re

quired from -such as Coppard, Eliza

beth Bowen and Bates. Bates' "Uncle

Julian," which as previously men

tioned is to appear shortly, is step
in the right direction.

H. E. BATES

PUBLICATIONS RECEIVED

„

CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY -PRESS. The
of the Earth, by w. M. Smart; 12/6

BLA&KWELL. Oxford, Essay In Physics, by
Viscount Samuel.

leagrave press. Luton. Preventive Medi
cine and Public Health: Introduction for Students
and Practitioners, by Fred Grundy, M.D.

WATTS,. London. Theatreeolnx, by Harold
Downs: 1/ (Ens.). The Ladder of Life: From
Molecule, to Mind, by A. Gowans Whyte; 1/
(Eny.). What's All This About Genetics, by
Bona Hurst; 1/ (Eng.). Evolution In Outline,
by Prof. T. Neville George: 1/ (Eng.).

WILLIAM HODGE. London, The St. Law
rence. by Henry Beston; 10/6 (Eng.),

Scientific Education Problems Complexities and

Difficulties

1 Modern scientific progress has become so complex" that it is difficult to

form a true idea of the life of science as a whole: Science presents to

the world a series of apparently unconnected 'achievements. For in

stance, experiments with "plant hormones" for controlling vegetable

arowth seem to bear little relationship to uranium fission, unless a broad
view of scientific endeavor can be acquired! By G.D.

I.N

EARLIER TIMES — Tip
eighteenth century, when the

foundations of present scientific

knowledge were being- firmly

laid, is a particular
'

case — the aver

age citizen had a far better grasp

of the real meaning of, science

than a similar person has in this

age. -.

It must be recalled, , however, that

experimental science was then scarcely

more than a century- old. ..Newton

himself was born within, a year, of

Galileo's death.

While the "new science" of this era

brought forth many important truths,
-it. remained for Newton to obtain' the

first great, scientific synthesis of Na

ture, that1 revealed not only the- sys

tem of celestial mechanics,, but-, also

something of man's relationship, to the

universe.

Results of Research

-Passing beyond these fundamentals,

today, a sound, if limited, basis for

understanding general science . is pos

sible only if the conditions of re

search, and the manner in which

practical applications of discoveries

come about, are fully appreciated.

As well as some knowledge of scien

tific language and facts, a compre
hension of the "strategy of science" is

also necessary to "get the most out of

science," In the wider sense.

This brings an essential recognition
of the fact that science promoted
merely for the increase of knowledge
does not necessarily involve an In

crease in wisdom; and also if the

utilitarian criterion- of discovery is

pursued in a short-sighted way, then

as to -results it defeats Itself.

Further, the history of science re

veals that the majority of discoveries

which have made the biggest differ-

ences to every-day life— for example
radio, antiseptics, x-rays and spectrum
analysis— are all the result of purely

abstract researches.
,

We cannot demand that scientists

make "useful" discoveries, because

science consists to a large extent of

an attack upon the unknown. We

ho longer dare assert that any field

of scientific Investigation will not pro

vide the practical innovation for

future technology.

A student of dreams is no less

scientific than a student of chemistry:

provided .assertion is not allowed tc

outstrip evidence, and there is clear

understanding
'

of that particular

knowledge.
The uses to which scientific dis

coveries are put depend upon the goals
which society, in general, sets, and

two quite different schools of thought
exist today concerning the method of

obtaining the greatest return from

scientific endeavor.

One of these maintains that theore

tical research is not sufficiently

planned, and that only during periods
of war has science been given an over

all purpose and direction.

The opposite body of opinion holds

the view, to quote Dr. Harlow Shapley,
that the essential condition for

scientific progress is "freedom for the

investigator in choosing his field of

study and following his own inspira
tion."

While no one is disposed to set
limits to man's understanding, it must

be recognised that science as we know

it is subject to peculiar limitations.

An important limitation concerns

origins which remain mysteries. The

biologist begins with the first organ

isms, but whence did they arise ? The

chemist, commences with the elements,

but what has been their - history ?

There is always something before -the

beginning, with which the scientific

Investigator must commence.

Other limitations are imposed on .us

by our sense origans, even when, as

sisted by Ingenious instruments; by
changing conditions which may re-

quire adjustment of formulre, and

sometimes a new idea .may change

the whole framework and" outlook of

science.

New aspects of things that take

shape during the course of evolution

require new sciences. The ancient

world might have been classified in

relatively simple terms; but as resh
syntheses of matter and mind appear

so also must science assume new

forms.

Those who assert that "sclentlflo

truth
'

is the creation of. the human

mind" are missing . what is character

istic of man's scientific formulation

of an orderly universe. The fact

that an astronomer can predict the

night of a comet's return shows that

our scientific views of Nature closely

approach objective reality.

Aims of:Science
'

In the realm of knowledge, absolute

integrity is essential, to progress, and

through the strict mental discipline

to which truth seekers must submit

the moral element is brought into the

story, of science.

The duty of science is to embrace

all aspects of things of which man

has cognisance, and the object of true

scientists. Is to discover the marvel

lous pattern of a perfect universe.

Perhaps science will ultimately find

that, mental 'aspirations of this sort

largely influence the course of biologi

cal- evolution -in the sense -that "what .

a race "desires most is probably what

it will eventually get."

SIR ISAAC NEWTON

POETRY NOTEBOOK by' Michael Thwaites >

Yeats: Poet of Ireland and

Byzantium
The last word on Yeats is not likely to be said for a long time to, come;
but his unique position in this century's poetry continues to be recognised

by critics o, f all schools.

N the older anthologies where

I

most of us gain most of our

first impressions, however,
Yeats suffers grievous Injus

tice. I wonder how many false

Judgments, how much distaste

(In my own case amounting to po

sitive hostility) has sprung from

self-conscious schoolday acquain
tance with Innisfree alone.

It has taken me years, I confess,

to make my peace with those nine

bean rows and to open my ears to

the subtle music of Yeats's verse un-

distracted by the fanciful buzzing of

that bee-loud glade. (Admirers of the

poem must bear with my irrational

prejudice.)
The poetry of Yeats's early plain

tive romanticism is not
'

negligible as

poetry, but it by no means indicates

his range or the compelling force of

his later more disciplined and objec
tive work.

Vitality
Yeats is the supreme ' example of

self -renewing poetic . vitality. "We

were the last romantics,"; he once

wrote; yet he survived to be recog

nised a master in the modern mood

and idiom. In his early work he loves

a languid twilit atmosphere; and right

to the end he exploits to the full the

power of hints and cryptic suggestion;

the term "magical" is often thrown

over his writing.
But the change in Yeats's -style was

a conscious response to changes in

his own outlook. "I deliberately re

shaped my style" he wrote, and in

Adam's Curse:—

I said , a line will take lis hours

may be;
Yet i/ it does, not seem a moment's

thought
Our stitching and unstitching has

been naught.

Yeats is a modern in not merely

being a conscious craftsman in words,

but in acknowledging and emphasising
the fact.

New Ground
Much has been written about him

recently, but "The Lonely Tower"

(Methuen), studies in his poetry, by

T. R. Hehn, is a fresh and stimulating

approach.
The author, a lecturer In English

at Cambridge, is scholarly without
> tedium and has produced a book that

will enlighten the layman as well as

interest the specialist.

For the latter there Is some new

ground broken in a study of that diffi-

cult poem A- vision and in an exami

nation of Yeats's debt to certain

painters, which uses some new mate

rial made available for the- first time

by the poet's widow.

For the layman there Is an illu

minating review of the main events

in Yeats's life, and the -influence upon

him of his country and his times.

Mr. Henn, a personal acquaintance

of the poet, brings some exceptional

qualifications to this task. Like Yeats,

he was born at Sligo, resided in Ire

land till 1923, saw at first hand the

results of the Easter Rising of 1916

and the subsequent "Troubles," and

is familiar with the countryside best

known to the poet. For Yeats's poetry

mirrors his personal experience and

background. When he writes of

legends or of Byzantium, he thinks, in

terms of the Ireland he knows.

This poem from Meditations -in Time

of Civil War seems to me a triumph1 of

deft communication.
'

An affable Irregular,
A heavily built Falstaffian man

Comes cracking jokes of civil war,
As though to die by gun shot were

The finest play under the sun..

A brown lieutenant and his mien, .

Half dressed in national uniform,
Stand at my door, and 1 complain
Of the foul weather, hail and rain,
A pear tree broken by the storm'.

. I count those feathered baHs. of soot
The moor hen guides , upon the

To silence the envy' in rhy -thought;
And turn towards my chamber,

caught .

'

,In the cold snows of a dream.

Purely , as description the poem is

remarkable— the genial Irish soldiers

("half dressed" tells so much), the

casual conversation at the door (but

are the foul weather- and the broken

pear tree accidental'?), the moor hen

guiding her "feathered balls of soot."

But the core of It All is surely the

poet's fascinated envy of- the -happy
extrovert, the carefree man of action,
whose qualities (in his expressed

theory of self and anti-self); he needs .

to camplete-his own meditative nature.

But at the. end .of the Meditations

Yeats confirms his choice "of the lonely

tower. This , is both v the actual old

tower .of Thoor Ballylee, which -he

bought and rebuilt,., and, a symbol

which dominates his poetry:—
The lonely. light', that Samuel Palmer

engraved
An image of mysterious wisdom won

"

by toil. v,
-

Historical Cycles
Mr. Henn stresses how deeply Yeats,

by nature a solitary; was affected by

the struggles of his country arid times.

The disappearance of the great houses,
'

representing wealth and 'culture, he

regretted and yet saw as part of an

inevitable historical cycle (he used the .

term "gyre") which was coming to

an end. Yet he was horrified 'by the

wastage of political violence, and cas

tigated the beautiful and fiery revolu

tionary Maude- G'onne,
'

who for years
was Laura to his 'Petrarch, for mis

using her divine gifts in hatred and

agitation. His marriage to Georgina

Hyde-Lees brought' some stability. A

Prayer for -My Daughter is one of his

finest and mellowest poems.

But always in him was the frustra

tion of Ireland, which he saw as a

mirror and microcosm 'of the whole

world, unable - to -realise the glory and

poetry that was in her through enmity

and Internal strife:

Out
. of Ireland have we come

'

Great <hatred, little room -

Maimed: us at. .the- start.-

I carry from my mother's womb
"

A fanatic heart. : ; .

Dramatic
.

Yeats's mind was intuitive and dra

matic; he is in essence a poet, not a

systematic-philosopher. Mr. Henn

considers the various charges against

him fairly and honestly," and where

. "fascism" is 'mentioned is able to point
out that Yeats liked blue shirts long

before he had ever -heard of General .

O'Duffy's blue shirts.

In establishing Yeats's poetic great

ness he could/ to my' mindfhave given

more attention- to that sheer, mastery
InnnnfeMnn molroa

Yeats at. ills best' so. strong, and. ex

citing a poet, and preserves' him at

his "coldest" from' all 'danger of

intellectual: desiccation.

The lonely Tower.

By Samuel Palmer

TALES from THE AIR Seventy B.B.C.

Broadcasts

! .The 6ld deep-sea. skipper, who had served his time." iff 'sail, boarded . the

American Victory tramp as only passenger with somei trepidation> know-

iria that the men were all rabidHrdde uniohists dhd' 'things --were- "not what

they used to be.- By E.M.W.

HE
: SAW THE HANDS,

with expensive cameras

and binoculars around

their necks, coiling down

the shore lines, and' was hailed
thus by the bosun:

"By the Great' Hook Block 11 you
don't look to me like a real old

sailor!"

And then he went on: "You and me

are the only sailormen aboard this

blank ship. Just look at these blanks 1

Look at the gloves on. their lilywhite

hands. These dear little baby gals,

they live two in a stateroom and the

ship supplies 'em with white sheets

and a laundry.

"They've got a messroom and-a stoo-

ard to feed 'em fruit Juice and haul

and eggs, and chicken and toast. The

blank blanks draw down 200 dol. a,

month for what they call working for

44 hours a week, with overtime for

.jSuridays. . And/the sons of. dogs call

'emselves sailors."

Unionists
The bosun continued: "All- hands

aboard this ship bar the captain, Lord

help
-

him, are members of our trade

union,, all sworn and dedicated to the

task of waging unrelenting struggle

against- the: ship- owners until all ves

tige of the Fascist blanks is wiped
from the earth... And if. you don't be

lieve me, read thie" union rules, which is

where X got them ringing words from.

It's the deck hands and the black gang

and the stooards who 'run- this "shlp-7

not the . captain." -

Then came the. captain's voice from'

the bridge: "I'- regret: to' ha!ve to'inter-

rupt your - conversation bosun, but- stow

it' -I And then stow. all the. forr-ard

derricks so I can see where this damn

ship's going. And if you can persuade
your young gentlemen- to get a goddam

move on I'll, be obliged."
-

It might have: been H.M.S.- Pinafore

and Captain Corcoran' speaking, . . al

though the big- big "D" was in
'

evi

dence. -

But for- all this - Gilbertian : state of

affairs the bosun- told, the old sea-dog

privately that this was. a happy ship.

Worthwhile
This little -tale alone makes- worth

while a - collection- of BBC broadcasts

collected - over five'
-

years ; by- : John

Pringle,: under - the' title of "The'-Radlo

Listener's Week-end Book," and: pub
lished by Oldhams Press Ltd. - :

/
'

In the end that old deep-sea-skipper

walked, off the vessel' with tears - fa his

ey.es. because the kid-gloved
'

young

deck hands and everyone'

'

else- had

been 'so kind to him.-
'

'
1 '

'

;

There are many other things- In 'this

book- that 'make It -entertaining; such

as : the' story of. the Government official

in the- Gilbert Islands who deliberate

ly; made himself .a bait for an octopus
to- experience the way. in- which the

islanders slew these monsters.

-A glimpse of- the famous Lord Cur-

zon is. given by .Harold Nlcolson. That

proud -aristocrat, ' a survival of the'.,

eighteenth' century upper classes, who

rejoiced in his possessions and loved a

life of pomp and.- power,, had his

human-side..
;

In World War rl Lord Curzon, travel

ling behind the -lines, came to a dis

used brewery where
.
common soldiers

were enjoying the luxury' of bathing in

the huge vats.' His comment when he

left the .building, was:

"Dear me i l had no idea until now'

that the lower classes had such whits

skins I"
;

Compton Mackenzie tells of a visit

hei'once . paid .to the novelist Henry

James .when, the great man was in

the throes of ordering, under his

housekeeper's directions, a supply of

marmalade. - .

-

Many famous characters flit by in

these pages, and some not so famous.

Benjamin Britten, one of Britain's

leading -music makers, tells how he

came to be a composer, while a chim

ney; sweep and a sewer worker reveal

the'tricks of their art to the incogno-

scenti.

:

'

Other chapters are devoted to W. G.

Grace, and an . appreciation by a man

who knew Lord Lister, the founder

of antisepsis.
:'- An' interesting book this, that can be

taken up at any time to fill in a few .

minutes.
, ...

Inam Ulhaq


Inam Ulhaq
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